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TOMATO

YELLOW PEPPER RED PEPPER

Imported from Peru aboard Conquistadors’
caravels, the tomato was first grown
in French kitchen gardens in 1780. It
acquired many subscribers thanks to its
different varieties that people collected
as rare plants. The tomato variety chosen
for PONTHIER’s purée flowers in the
fields throughout the summer. It offers a
delicious combination of acidic and sweet
notes for perfect balance on the palate.

The word pepper describes both the fruit
and the plant. We recognise the pepper
in its bright colour and soft, fragrant,
juicy and sweet flesh. When ripened on
the plant, the yellow pepper becomes red.
Requiring a great deal of sunshine and
hot weather, the variety chosen to produce
PONTHIER purée enjoys the climate in
Murcia, Spain. The drained, humusbearing soil naturally produces large and
hearty vegetables.

From the Solanaceae family, grown as a
kitchen garden vegetable the red pepper
is a sweet pepper picked fully ripened.
The California Wonder pepper is a midearly variety. It produces appealing crisp
vegetables with a sweet flavour, bright
colour and meltingly soft flesh. The
flavour of these peppers is perfect for all
types of dishes. Spain is the ideal terroir
for growing peppers as they need high
temperatures when they begin to grow.

Origin: France
Area: Aquitaine
Harvest time: August
Colour: vermilion
Texture: heterogeneous and liquid
Taste: soft, acid and sweet
Ingredients : 100% tomate
Weight: 1kg
Flavour combination ideas:
passion fruit, strawberry,
watermelon

Origin: Spain
Area: Murcia
Harvest time: from June to September
Colour: bright yellow
Texture: homogeneous and thick
Taste: sweet, soft and vitaminized
Ingredients : 100% yellow pepper
Weight : 1kg
Flavour combination ideas:
yuzu, yuzu / lemongrasse, yuzu /
verbena

Origin: Spain
Variety: California Wonder
Harvest time: from June to September
Colour: scarlet red
Texture: homogeneous and thick
Taste: round, intense and vitaminized
Ingredients : 100% red pepper
Weight: 1kg
Flavour combination ideas:
strawberry, strawberry / redcurrant,
raspberry

www.ponthier.net
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PUMPKIN

BEETROOT

The pumpkin is from the cucurbitaceous
family, along with many other squashes.
More or less flat and often orange in
colour, we recognise the pumpkin in its
soft stem and sweet, tender sometimes
stringy flesh. This variety is originally from
South America and is grown in many hot
and temperate countries. The climate of
the Moroccan plain of Doukkala-Abda is
perfectly suited to pumpkin farming. The
hot weather breaks records with over 300
days of sunshine a year. Temperatures vary
little season to season, from 14 to 22°C
throughout the year.

Beetroot is a kitchen garden plant
grown for its roots. It comes from the
Mediterranean coasts where it still grows
wild today. In ancient times it spread
eastwards. Beetroot only became popular
in the mid-19th century when gardeners
could find seeds for improved varieties
on the market. Several French regions
including Rhone-Alps grow very beautiful
beetroot varieties thanks to the moderate
dampness, the sunny weather and the
light, fresh, deep and humus-rich soil.

Origin: Morocco
Area: Doukkala-Abda
Harvest time: september
Colour: bright orange
Texture: homogeneous and thick
Taste: soft and round
Ingredients: 100% pumpkin
Weight: 1kg
Flavour combination ideas: carott,
five spices, bacon

Origin: France
Area: Rhône Alpes
Harvest time: August and September
Colour: purple burgundy
Texture: homogeneous and thick
Taste: sweet and prolonged
Ingredients: 100% beetroot
Weight: 1kg
Flavour combination ideas:
redcurrant, green apple, redfruits

www.ponthier.net

